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"'. CatiYdrnla argued that education-le,treated as a "fundamental int rest" along withOV; tiv,

the right tdvoteend to legal counsel. In suppdrt of that argumet the judges
. . ,

. /.
f

held tlfht in American society, education is. . -;

INTRODUCTION

"

Iri its 1971 decision on Serrano v. Priest, the Supreme CoUrt of the State of

essential in maintaining what several commentators have termed "free
enterp*se democracy' "-- -that is, preserving an individual's opportunity
to- compete successfully in the economic market place, despitea
adVetaged background.' Accordingly, the-public schoolsrof this state
are/the bright hope for entry of the poor, and oppressed into the.main-
stream of-American-society (cited in Greenbaum, 1971:522).

Whether and to what degree,"the public schools . . . are the bright hope for
) /

entry'of the poor and ppressed into the mainstream of American society" is the

issue which-provides

precisely, the focal

broad context for this paper: Defined more narrowly and

oint of our interest is ore that has occupied social

scientists for decade the relationship of school' to social class. Specifical-

I
, we shall survey the evidence from a number of studief0 including our own, in

,

an 'effort to estimate the degree to which the ,progress of the individual student .:7

throUgh the schools is dependent upon his social Class or

\ .

'. -:.Three fairly 'distinct Positions on this issue can be-identified:
._..?

.. -The first,position-is distinctly_aminority-pCsition. It holds that, the re--. .

, . .

.ttiOship between schooling and class background is weak, trivial; ,or minimal.

;.., .

.,

Beverly Duncan expressed this position in these words when, reflecting on the

rather mien (circa 30 percent) percentage of variance in the educational attainment

of 4 national probabilly sample of adult males which was accounted foj by four

background" variables, including family head's occupation and education,'she observvi
r,

0
. . . that the relation of schooling tb sociallackgrOund is suffaiently
loosethat a boy's attainment is not strictly 'determined, or even. sharply

_'/limited by the circumstances or the family into'which,he is born.(i967:371).

00003'-
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/ The second position has many advocate Progress through the school does
/

a
-depend upon class origin,, this position-argues, but the magnitude of thht depen-

dence is not large by any absolute standard. Furthertbre,, progress through the

schools depends also on such "merit".contructs As scholastic abigty-and while the

magnitude of that dependence also is not large by any absolute standard, it is often

held to'be as large or larger than that Of the schooling and social class dependency

An excerpt from Otis Dudley Duncan should illustrate the theme of this position:
cti

iT/he American ideal of equaleducational opportunity is realized in
the white population to the extent that progress through the grades
Of the school system,is influenced at least as much by how bright you
are as by "who" you are; that the latter, indeked by measures of family
size and- status, does:make'a substantial difference in educational
outcome apart from its correlation with ifitelligence,.is an indication
that the'ideal is far from being completely realized at this time (1968:8).

I .

The third.position is one that has its roots in some of the early and

pioneering studies of'schooling and social class, stu dies such as Hollingshead's
/

Elmtown's'YOuth. It is a position Iihich views the progress of the individual

through the school as highly dependent upoelhis.class origins. Kenneth Clark
1

put the brief ,this way when he wrote that "American public schools have become

gignificapt instruments in the blocking of economic Mobility and in the intensifi-

cation of class distinctions (1968:I01r Patricia Cayo Sexton has phrased her

indictment of the schools in this-manner: "If you know a child'S class status,

. . . you can quite accurately:predict what will,happen.to him in school and how
6

1

successful he will be (1961:42)".

Within the last te n years or so, this third position has been argued even

more vigorously and with much enthusiasm an d insight by such scholars of a Marxist
ti

'orientation as Herbert Gintis, Samuel Bowles, Martin Carnoy, and Michael Katz.
-. .c., ;...

Sparked in part by the less than successful effortS tb use the schools as vehicles
%i

for the upward social mobility of the poor during the War on Poverty andby a
. , ,

4- .
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growing disenchantment with American institutions accentuated by the Viet'Nem war,

the articulate proponents of this thesis argue\as does MartinCarnoy that it is

misleading to claim that formaPeducationtin the,Western world "acts to offset

social inequities and inefficienCies by being an objective selector of intelligent

and rational individuals (1974:3)", or, as the' revisionist historian, Michael Katz,

as phrased the issue, schooling has not been the "great democratic engine for

dentifying talent and matching it with opOortunity", rather, it, has been can

i stitutional process which treats "children As units to be processed ,into

I
p rticular shapes and dropped into slots roughly congruent with the status of

ir parents (1971:xviA)". \_

Two of these three positions locate the central task of our analysis. These

are the second acid .the third positions, that is--

1. The perspective which recognizes (and deplorfs) the fact that progress
through the school depends to a degree upon Class origin- but that the
magnitude of this dependency is not large by any absolute standard and
that furthermore such progress depends at least es much if not more so
on such Merit criteria as scholastic ability. We shall refer to this
positiOn as that-of the meritocratic thesis..

2. The perspective which views, schools as truly class-biased institutions.
in which the progress of the individual is heavily contingent upon his .

, social class origin. Inasmuch as many advocates of this, view believe
that the social history of schooling in America need be,revised, we
shall refer to this position as that of the revisionist thesis.

Too much evidence on the impact of class on, schooling exists for us to conside

/seriously the first position, that is, the view that schooling and class are so

weakly associated'as to be all but independent.

The criterion measures which we shall use to estimate and comparg the effeets

of class origin and of scholastic ability are alltelements in a common set formed

by the intersection of the'meritocratic and revisionAt theses. *Thes,measures'are.

1. Curriculum location, i.e., being or not being in a progr of studies
which prepares the student for college.

'40471,Nrsallr t
Pt .1:
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,2. Participation in extra-curricular actiVitieb.
J '

ta
4. w\

3. Level of student educational expectation, i.e., the realistic educational
goal which the student ...utends or plans to pursue upon.completion of 4
secondary school.

$

4. Level of educational encouragement from the counselor, i.e., the educe-
. tional goal which the'student reports he-is encouraged to pursue by his

guidance counselor.
,,,,,_
. 0

.

.. !

.
'5. Academic performance; i.e.; teacher, assigned grades.

Two "bookkeeping" notes before we proceed to of the data:

. Throughout our presentetion, social'class is usually defined and
measured by the occupational `or educational achievements of the
student's head of the household (uSually the father), or cby some
weighted combination of those twolmeasures. Scholastic ability
is usually indexed,by the student's,score on,a standardized exam
of ability or achievement, Mit- Usually the former. And, since
we access data from several rather than from just one source,
unless we note.otherwise>the Apto we report are for males.
Regretably, fewer authors prde data specific to both males and fe-
males than to just males only. Between study comparisons thus
necessitate reference to that sex for which more data have been
reported n ,males

2. Because the revisionist scholars-have been somewhat more specific'
than have the advocates of the meritocratic position in identrfying
what ,they regard to be the key school process7ariables '2#y krhich
c14ss comes to be the primary axis of selection and differentiation,
we shall refer more often than not to tcrevisionists than to the
meritocraticisis as we 'develop the various arguments.

3. Inahmuch as most of the relevant studies of schooling end social class
have been done at-the .secondary level most of our references shall be

%to high schookostudents. / .

ARGUMENTS AND DATA

Curriculum

/ .
.

Through, but not muchbeYond the turn of the century, a homogeneous, mostly

1 : 0 ..

.. .
,.!classical, curriculum served a homogeheous, mostly upper middleandupper class

. . .

, , ,,.
t

. .

student body. But a rapidly industrializing and urbanizing nation with an ex -t

\
. ,,, ,I

t

Citlna&-1
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parading econopy brought'Vith it a new'clien'tele to be served by the nation's

secondary schools. Trow (1961) describes\these new students w m second&le
1 4

1
i

education was to serve during the era of mass terminal secondary.schooting:
. -

,Many of the new students in school Were in school unwillinily, in
obedience to the new dr more Stringent state compulsory'eAdcation
laws; many came from poor, cUlturally impoverished homes and,had
modest vocational goals; many of these were the 'ons, and daughters
of recent immigrants, and seemed to observers very much in need 'of .

"Americanization". Moie new students posed new problems for secondary
education; and these problems,, and the answers, which they engendered,
transformed public secondary education,'its phildsophy, and,its
curriculum.

4 .. .L,

Differentiation of the student body forced differdntiation of the secondary
.

1school curriculum. As Coleman'has:written, the idea inherent in the restructuring

of the secondary` school program . .

.

appears to haye been t take as glYen the diverse occupational paths
into which adolescent will go after secondary school and to say
(implicitly): there, s greater equality of opportunity for a,boy

4

who is not going to ttend college if'he-has a'specially designed
curriculum than if d must take a curriculum designed for college
entrance (1968:13).

But often the educational plans of the individual student are too indefinite,
,

7

tdosvague, to use'as ad basis for curriculum assignment. On what,criterion, then,

is such a decision. to Se- made? The liberalf response to' this queAltion is that the

criterion is to be one of merit, that is, of scholastic ability. A Michigan

4 educator in 921: 0

We, Lean picture the educational system as'having a very important fund- lr
tion as a selecting agency, a means of selecting the men of the best
intelligence, from the deficient and mediocre. All are poured into, the systep
at the bottom; the incapable are soon rejected or drop out. . . and pass.,
into the ranks of unskilled labor. ... The more intelligent-who;are'to
be clerical workers pass into the high-sChool; the most intelligent enter
the universities, whence they are selected for the professions (Pillsbury,
1921:71),.

. , % .

ti

The revisionist interpretation of what actually happens in the nation's schools

is that the ckterion is riot one of merit but rather one of ascription; namely,

social class. Martin Carnoy:

00007
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The lower-social class children, ecause of their poorer grades,
end up in the vocational track hus being guaranteed an occupationas a factory worker or technicia . Wealthier children enter the
academic track, which gives them access to white - collar roles or to
a university and the professions (1974:324).

Rhetoric. aside, when we look at the data which have been amassed over the past

ten4to fifteen years on curriculum location, we learn that-(a) we know very little
"'

s°about the determinants of which students end up in which program of study'; (b) of

tie little'that we do know the evidence is rather peibuasive that ability is

more influential. than so?ial class as a predictor of curriculum locatiOn.
t

1. We know very little:

a. Using the occupation and education of the father_ as,her measures
of class and adding number of siblings as a,third family background ( 'measure, Heyns, with the)Coleman data,,was able to explain less'
than- a third of ,the variance in the' curriculum location of twelfth
grade students (Heyns, 1974).

b. With our own data from 2788 ninth. grade youth from New York's
southern tier region,'we are'able to explain lees than one-quarter r
of the variance in curriculum J.ocation using four predictor
variables: (1) an aggregate of social class based on the.
occupation and education of thea-father and the education of the
mother, (2) scholastiwbility, (3-4) two measures of the family.-
educational environment.

c. Kerckhoff,.in a very recent paper, repprts a multipleecoefficient
.of,determination of c. .30 for the curriculum location of Amovican
students using father's occupation and education, family size, and
ability as predictor variables.Z For.school type, e reports for' /

*the same fourcpredictor variables an R2 of .29 fo British students.
1,

.12. We know that ability is the more powerful Of the two criteria, i.e.,
more powerful than class in determining curriculum location:

'From ;their national longitudinal study,.Alexander and Eckland (1973)
report for males, the following curriculum correlations: (1) .2714ith
mother's education, (2) .27 with father's occupation, (3) .34 with
father'seducation, and (4) .35 with scholastic aptitude.

,
b. Heyns summarizes the results of. her analysis: A

The iMportance of verbal ability in predicting curriculum
placement.is immediately apparent, with a direct effect of
44 The uniqUe effect of verbal,ability op curriculum

,
4.

"1.
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placement explains 17.6% of the variance, or slight less

than 65% of the total variance explained. The unique effects
of social class explain 3.2% of the total variance in curriculum
placement. The joint effects of verbal achievement and social
class are somewhat larger, accounting for'nearly 25% of the total

: ,variance. The total effect of socioeconomic status, however, is
still less than the unique effects of tested verbal ability (1974:
1440).

c. In our own study, the total effect of scholastic ability on curricu-
lum,, that is the correlation between those two variables, is .29 while
that for class was .24. With 'four predictor variables,'class, ability
and two measures of family educational environment, thc, net or direct
effect of ability was .21 while that for social classivias .13.

d. In Kerckhoff's analysis, the coefficient for American Ahool
curriculut regrested on father's occupation was .09, on'fatherts
education .18,On family, size -.08,, and on ability .41! For i

British school type, the respective coefficients were: .13, .14;
-.09, and .40.

Clearly the evidence is persuasive that A4er the past ten to fifteen yeari or

so whether a student is located in a college-preparatory curriculum or.not depends .4

,0
more upon the merit construct of scholastic ability than upon his social class

origin!

4 .

,Participation in Extra-curricular Activities

A_ diversification of the student body had created the need fora differentia-

tion of the high school curriculum. But the differentiation of the program, of .

ix ,

study ran counter to a national policy and ideblogy: 'that of America'as the

melting pot and of its schools as'a primary' means toward that How could the
N.

.

.
. ,

.

school of impltaneously different prograMs of study to students from diffei4nt.-/
4

. ,.
44.7' .

c.

class and, ethnic badkgrounds while at the same tithe nurture in those flame students

C. i t

a common ideology anlo ansystem of beliefs, values, and goals? The solution to Ulla..
, 0

r

profilem lay in the development of a strong program of extra-curricular activities.
. 0

. .
. ,

,
.

.

,c,
. .

?., In the words of the Cardinal Prpciples of Secondary Education of the NEA, issued
, .

in 1918, students: ).

1)0009
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1. 'Participated in and social claps. However, the association is :a rather Weak oneiv.

.
.

'and'several.of those same studies show also a positive association between

)

a

4

.

through school assemblies and organizations /Would/ acquire commorrideas.
participation of pupils in common activities . . . such as athletip
games,\social activities, and the government of the school /would provide/
the 'new training ground for democracy.

But
, if participation in those activities was permittcd to vary in accord

with class origin the amalgamation objective of the extra-curricular program

would notbe achieved. And this appeared to be precisely what was happening

when, for example, Hollingshead noted that in Elmtown the number of activities

in which sudents participated varied positively with their class background.

z
Perhaps, then, it is the relationship of extra-curricular activities to class

which leads the revisionists to include participation as one of the mechanisms

by which the schools continue to differentiate students in accord with their

class origins. Thus, Bowles wrote in 1972 that:

'Class stratification-Within the schools is achieved through tracking,
differential participation in extra-curricular . (1972:50).

Studies continue.to find a positive association between number of activities

t-'4
participation and sdholastic ability equal to or greater in magnitude than that

between participation and class.

a.. Hauser (1971:110) rep%xted from his study in the NashNHIle, Tenn.
area a correlation between number of schooltorgapizations participated
in aad:

a) Occupation of father = .14

t
2), Education of father '= .17

3) Intl ence
t-

..=. .1,-'
.

Itehberg,h4N eported from hit itydy of',2788 tenth'grade youth from
New York ak6 relation between umber of Aivities and:

,
,,

:4

144
1) The Hollingshead Two Factor index of Social' ClIss = .A

I /
.14

2) Scholastic ability

ropoio,

= .22, '..

- r
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Clearly, then, class is not a strong determinant of the number oiextra-;

curricular activities a'student may participate in. Indeed, it seems to be no,

'' Ali

stronger a determinant than is scholastic ability.
'

..:-

Level of Student -Educational Expectation
t-44

Numerous studies have established the theoreticll and predictive importance,

of measures of student educational expectations. Hr.Olcr and Portes report that

senior year measures of educational and occupational expectatiohs mediate a good f
.

portionoftheeffectofbackgrbundvariablestoactualedueetionaland.occupa-

1

tional attainment (1973). Boudon attributes a much larger portion of the

inequality in educational attainment to the expectation effects of,social stratifi-

cation than he does to the educationally relevant culturhl effects of sriatificatio

. ,

(1973:84-85). Rehberg and Hotchkiss (1972), Alexander and Eckland (197 ), and

-Boyle (1969) each regard expectation 'as_a so of,anindependen and positive'

effect oh such.outcomes as participation, emic performance, I 1 o
4 '4.

\,
educational encouragement from the counselor, aid ultimate educatib

attainment.

Proponents of both the'meritocratiand the revisionist theses recogilize the

class-based-character of an educational expectation. Where ,he-two sete.of pro-
..

tagonists differ ts on the strength ofihe sociation between expectat'dn and

class., Bowles, for rample, characterizes the relationship as 'a strong 4_11e:

The aspirations and expectations of students andsparantgtoncerning
tofh the ty.06 and amount of schooling are str rel4g 0 to social
class (197'2i'58),

Soles of variation in an expedtation have been pot of inter inves-

tigatio. Three,gelirgral categories of antecedentg have bee ,'established,

4
(1) class indicatorst,(2) measures of cholastic ability, ant" 3)/-indices of

..e %

'interpersonal influ
,-/

ence ,frotnt. (a) parents, and (b) peers. 'Treble 1 \displ s corre-:
-4 :. r>.. -,

.

lation coefficients from five different studies for the rep44tionships of an
7 '10N.

,. 4 ''V'
expectation with each of these three categoriegeof determi*hts:

4, .

. .

f

'. 9
0
M
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i table 1

Correletion Coef4cients for the 1;elationships between Measures
of Educational Ekppctation and Specifi Predictor

Variables: Five Studies

,,,

,_

Predictor Variable
,

Williams
.

Hauser'. Sewell &-Hauser
Alexander
& Eckland

.

Rehberg
.

$ POPOC .24 .20 .27. .36 .1+0,
POPED na .25 .27 .36 , .38
MOMED na na .26 \ .31 , .11,l .

SDIOL. ABILITY .24 .43 .39

PARENT INFLUE .78 .64 .51 ..51' .48

PEER INFLUENCE .45 .na .49
.

.51

We 'shell evaluate the rank order:of cldSs origin among tfie det4Minehts'of,

an eipectafion with reference to both zero-order correlations (as per/Table 1)

total effects and to standardized regression or path coekicients.

Reference to the zero-order correlations'or total effecis'in Table 1 estab-,

lishes, withou't'excelition, interpersonal influence; either from parentS or from,

peers', as t,le first and second ranking source's of total effects on expectation; r'

range from .48 to .78.

Ability outranks class in its*total effect on expectation in two of the
7

t 4"
.studies (Williams, Sewell ankHauser) and is virtually tied with class in.the

6
,i'

.
,

>

'other three studies. .
. ..)

Judgea solely on the basis of correlations of ic:Istal.effects, then, clas& is,
( ,

, ,..
of the lorimarNeterminant of an educational expeetatiOn. A secondary determinant

7 . 'JL )4 --one about equal in.totaleffectI class--is scholastic ablisAIty...And, in the-

, .

magnitude'of its total' effect; class certainly does'not emerge as a strong 'or
,,,

s$
powerful detrminant'of an expectation, not with correlations which range from

/..

.)1.
. =

%

' t.. .-' :20..7to . 0,and'average in the low thirties. s
.

.

j

I

a

4
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',.>.
,When expectation and its determinants of parental and peer interpersonal _'

influence; class, and_ability are analyzed in a'multi-variate path mode,' the
.

.

rank ordering of antecedents remains about the same. Sewell and Hauser; Alexander

: 0 and Eland; and, our own data /all establish,parents and peers as the two largest
, 1

c., .

sources gf direct or net effects on an expectation, with 'class or ab iity ranking
,

tl?ird ore fourth; *ending on' the particular Model and study.
(

, ..4

I- ,:. .

-, ,We-find little evidence, then, to support the assertion of Bowles that "the....

. ,
,

,aspirations and expectations of students . . . concerning . . . the amount of

t,

schooling /is/ strongly related to social clais'(eMphasisadded):.
s ()

Abvel of Educational Encouragement from the Counselor or Teacher.

In a paragraph in-which he summarizes the meeh94,70....by whichschools1 ,

ostensibly nonage to perpetuate among .01.044, students the same,system'pf class

stratification characteristic ofe*dult::Society, Bowles cites 'guidance counselors
,,,,' ..

. . '-'''',

who
.

!and teachers as among those school officials who generally expect working-class7._e

children tef do poorly, tb terminate schooling early,-4-and to end'up

imil to tbose

^

s of their parents'(1972:50). -i
, 1j) 1 - ,

in lobs

-

r
While Bowles does not infOrm us whether he believes the relationship between

. ..
;

teacher or counselor educational;' advice or encouragement and, student social class
, .

oderate, or strong, we might take the liberty to2-ipfer from the
u

in J

to be weak,

"general tope of his writings that the relationship is at least moderate

4agnitUddI i.e., correlations of .30 to .50.

Requisite data for-'ealuatirig,this partidulafargument come fr o;m

1, ./
, ','.=

studies: HeynSI analysis of the Coleman' survey, Williamie Canadian-sample,
t

4
. Sewell And Hauser's_Wistonsin-investigation, and our own New York data." Again--;

four

ttt,

our inferences are derived first from zero-ordir correlationaor total effects
4, a z

..

and then from standardized regression or pathpoef cents. c::""
A r;

, , ,

_,

'1,7"

0001.3-
c V,
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Table 2

*elation 'Coefficients for the Relationships between CounseloVor
Teacher,EduCatiOnal Encouragement and Specified Predictor'

Predictor Variables

POPOC
POPEDr.

C,latS-(Hh):

SCHOL.,7ABILiTY

CURIIIPPLUM
;"!

EXPECTATION.
G

iCADEMIPIERFORMANCE:

\.'

Variables:

'diem
TEA Gr, 10

Three Studies

Set/ell and HaUserr Rehberg
TEA:' Gr. 12 CEA Gr. 12,

.18

1 na
na

' .15"

2 -.14
.20

.26 .35
f

na na .29

.69. .45 .57

.25 .92

Ragretably,ix,Heyna.did not-publish'her zgra-order,

refer to7her

encouragement
t f

correlations so we shall

analysis only'for its conOlusion. based on a pattkanalysis ,of counselor

iegre-Sped on class, curriculum, and ability. Williams, Sewell and

Hauser. and Rehberg do report the minimal:number bf appropriate correlations. Ford

' all three of-these studies, the variable with which teacher or counselor encourage-
.

, .

4went 'is most strongly associated is the student's own educational expectation-__

'-(rts ;45 to .69). We shall amment on the causality of the relationshi4
, . I

....
,...

momentarily., Academic%performance i6 the variable with whic teacher or counselor
. /

enCouragemen; has its,,secand sirongeatero-order correlation in the SeWell and .

,, k A ..* ,
C. ,-

rt,
.

Hauser(r'
le

= .42) and Rehberg (r,= .54) studies. 'Ranked third in its bi-varyate

association. with such educational encouragefient is scholastic ability with an
, -

r = .35%in the Sewell and Hauseii'ingdiry

'William's data,, academic performance and

and, an r =

scholasticoability are tied their,

.37 in our own study.

, A '
4ra-orOgrastociation with teacher encouragement with r's of. *26 an 1261. ,Qnly:'

the ,Rehberg stud reports a correlation between encour4ement (counselor) and
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curriculum and -pat r = .29. -Unequivocally, social ,class, regardless of how

measured, ranks last as a determinant of eduoatiOnal advice from the teacher or

the counselor with a bi-variate r of .18 for Williams, .14 - .15 for Sewell and

Hauser, and .20 for ,Rehberg.

In a multi -variate environment, Heyns' analysis and'our own provide estimates

ofthe independent or net effects of plass, ability,.and other variables on the

reported level of encouragement from the counselor. Heyns used two counselor

measures: (1) student reported frequency of contact with the counselor, and,

(2) the amount of perceived encouragement to continue educational training. She

concluded from her analysis:

The net impression-is that social class background is mediated
within schools primarily by curriculum and verbal ability and d8es
not exert 'a ,strong direct influence on dither talks or encouragement
(1974:1447).

.so

a

%ft

.Qur own analysis positions senior year reported' counselor educational

. .

encouragement as dependent upon cumulative grade-point average, sophomore year
-

.
0

educational expectation, freshman-year curriculum, and upon social class and

scholastic ability.

-Cumulative grade point average has the strongest direct effect onrtiunselor
.

en co ragement with a path = .30, folloWed by sophomore year educational expecte-
.

tion with a path = .24 and by curriculum with a path = .14. Ability,has a direct
,

effect of .09 (much of the total effect of ability is mediated by cumulative GPA).

,
.

\

;)

. -

The direct effect of social class upon senior year ciiinselor, educational encourage -

\

,

1.
-..-

_Regardless, then, of whether The'estimates r(total effe\pts from correla--
'''7

. ... I

tions or direct effdcts from path Coefficients,. there. is little evidence to

ment is .051'

4
suggest that class origin is anything bit a comparatively weak influence on the



,1
a

/
level of perceived educational encouragement from the counselor (or from the

teacher). More influential on whether the counselor will adV1se college or the

work force. are student's own academic performance, his own educational ,plans,

his own Cur4culUirr location, and his scholastic

S

A

Academic Performance

A reading of the early revisionist-literature world have led one to/infer

that these Scholars viewed teacher grades orcademic perfdrmance as rather

strongly dependent upon student class origins. Witness, for example, a 1972

excerve,from,Bowles: "Given the great social-class difference in scholastic
fi

ability . ....(1972:51)". A more recent reading of the revisionist literature

suggests_that these scholars are: usceptible to evidence contrary to their'

original beliefs. a°1973 paper, for example, Bowles and Gintis acknowledge

that I.,

Regent studies`. .. indeed,indicate a lack of social class or racial
bias. in school grades: given a student's cognitive attainment, his-or
her grades seem not to be significantly affected by plass or racial

,:origina,At least on the high school level (1973:78).'
,...

, We seek here only to substa4tiate the empirical tenability of that ackhow-
', j

ledgement,-
":-

e Table
, , -...

Correlation Coefficients ford the RelationiliOs between Teacher Grades

. f' and Specified Predictor Variables: 'Six Studies

r:

Predictor' ( " Sewell Alexander
:Variable ._. Hauser Heyns = Williams Hauser Eckfland Rehberg

.

,
,

POPOC c. .13 -.15 i' .15 .13 .22\ .20
/

- .17
.

POPED -b. . 15' .16 i na .15 "I'" .24 .21

.18 7

na na

BIIITY ..37

k
.12 .17 , *-

..34 .56 .49 55
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Weal,te reViewed six .Studies4ich reported correlations between ,gacher

) _ , a."

grades (academic performance) and various measures of social class-and cholastic

ability. We marvel at the consistency of the data--despite between -stud, dif-
r_

ferences in date of the study, in sample composition, and in measures. In each

-
,and all of these studies: i

,

'' 1F

./. The range of the- correlations of (1aca emlc performance .with varioust

4bccupationel and educational indicators. of social-class is from
.13 to .45.

2. The range of the corre
Nerscholastic ability is

4

Finally, in a preliminary

lations of academic performance with
from .34 to .5.6 with.a median at .45.

path model ,in Which we .regressed high school .

cumulati'te grade point upon sophomore educational, expectation, fveshman-year

curriculum, social class and schblastic ability, class had no significant direct

effect upon iacademic performance! The :Largest direct effect was from scholastic..

ability (p = .37), followed by sophomore expectation (p = .35)..

.,NCLUSION

\\

The effect of social xlast on the progress of the 'ividual student through

\,

school is a subject with,a long history of debate

Sciences.

Schools;-within the American idea are organizations which, function in

research in the social

accord with meritocraticprinciples: the progress of the student is'to be governed
p

4

more by his ability and his ambition than by his social clast.

-4

Challenges to the fact of these meritocratic principles have been prevalent
:

-thrbughout the history of American education.' With the emergence of Marxist

oriented critical ilieCiiistS such challenges have been particularly strident and

.

compellingly provocative over the peat decade.Coso Schools, these scholars
.

assert, are class-biased institutions and have always been so. Now and in the

.00017
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past, the critical theorists charge, the social class origins of the student have

.been one of the strongest determinants of how well and-how-far he will progress

within the educational system. In their view, the social tory and conception

osdkooling in this capitalistic society warrants, indeed demands, substantial

'.revision.

In their criticism wld revision of the conception of schooling in American

society, the revisionist scholars focus on a numiogr of school process variables

which they consue as operative leverage points by which the schools discriminate

and differentiate students in accord with their class origins. Included among

those process variables are: (1) curriculum, (2) participation in extra-curmicu-

lar 'activities, (3) level of student educational expectation, (4) level of
.

educatiPpal encouragement accorded the student by guidance counselors and

teachers, and,!(5) teacher grades Or.abademic performance. .

WithIdata_frova range of studies, mostly oftecondary school students,

,

executed at various times and places over the past twenty years in both the

United States and Canadi,'we have.sought to assess the magnitude of the effect

of class origins, off scholastic ability, and of a select' number of other

variables, On each of these five school process measures.. From that assessment

we have concluded:

1. There there is little if any evidence to support a contention that
social class, however measured, has a; strong effectOn the progress
of the individual student, 'at least through, high school. Typically,

'.:the total effect of c*1.on-eath of our five criterion measures;
estimated with the coriKation coefficient, was in the range of
.20 to .35. Hardly qualifying for the descriptor of ;'strong ",
such Coefficients indicate that class itself seldom accounts.for-
anything more'than one-eight of the variance in any-of :these five
measures. x

/
2. That for none of the five criterion measures was social class the

source of the largest total effect, estimated by the zero- order
correlation coefficient, or the largest direct effect, estimated by
a standardized regression coefficient. In- each and every comparison,
the rank order of social class Was below that of other, pertinent
determinants of the particular criterion process Measure.

. t,

00018
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3. That frequently variables oiher than class exert more effect, both
total and°direct, On critical school process measures. Included
dmqng those other variables are scholastic ability, interpersonal
influence from parents or peersi,,and the persona; educational objec-

. tive of the student himself. .

In our discussion of the.relationsfp between'teacher grades and social class,

we noted that the revisionists have modified substantially their former position

to the point where they now recognize that there is little if any empirical

support for their previous contention that teacher grading'or academic performance

is strongly biased or influenced by the student's class background--at least

not at the secondary
.

We trust that a further review of the schooling literature on 'related school

process variables such as those we have chosen for discussion in this paper will

precipitate corresponding modifications in thegrevisionist position with regai,d

to social class And schooling--at the level of the individual student.

Many of the Marxist criticisms of and insightS into the structure and

operation of American society we evaluate as well founded and provocative. If
r.

such trenchant criticisms can but succeed in triggering a substantial restructuring

of our society then perhaps we can all live more meaningful and productive lives.

A 4

Certainly, class is a pervasive and often pernicious influence in an industrial

society. An exaggeration of its importance in the school, however, may well
..... \

-----:------eQrve to deflect energiway from other and more basic institutions where reform

needed. but where reform may be core consequential for theis not only more

entire social system..

00019
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